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PHASE CHANGE PAINT TESTS TO INVESTIGATE
EFFECTS OF TPS TILES ON HEATING RATES
OF THE ROCKWELL SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
(TEST OH4C, MODEL 21-0)
By
M. Quan, Rockwell International Space Division
ABSTRACT
This report presents model information and data from wind tunnel tests
conducted on O.Ol75-scale models of the RI Space Shuttle Orbiter in the
AEDC Tunnel B. These models were built to Orbiter lines VL70-000139. Their
model identity number is 21-0. These tests, OH4C, were conducted in one
eight-hour shift Sept. 26, 1973. Test OH3A/OH3B, conducted in July 1973,
investigated effects of various width gaps between tiles in the TPS; ef-
fects of gap depth and orientation were not investigated. Tests described
in this report investigate gap depth and orientation effects using the phase
change paint technique to determine heating rates.
iii
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a. Side Camera View, _ = 30°
b. Side Camera Grid, _ = 35°
c. Top Camera Grid, _ = 30°













Tests were conducted on O.Ol75-scale models of the Shuttle Orbiter at
the Arnold Engineering DevelopmentCenter (AEDC), von KarmonFacility,
Tunnel B.
Nominal Machnumberwas 8.0. Parameter variations included Reynolds
numbersfrom .5 to 3.7 x lO6 per foot and angles of attack of 30° and 35°
at 0° sideslip.
Primary objective was to evaluate aerodynamic heating effects of the
tiles in the thermal protection system (TPS). Previous investigations
(OH3A/OH3B in July 1973, documented in DMS-DR-2100) of effects of the gaps
between TPS tiles on aerodynamic heating rates looked into effects of gap
widths. Tests in this report investigate tile gap depth and orientation
to the flow. Tile patterns were cut into the undersides of Orbiter models
to simulate the gaps; one model was left smooth for comparison.
Presented in Table I is a summary of runs completed. Thermal contours






























specific heat of model material, BTU/Ib-°F
acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2
thin f_Im heat transfer coefficient based on RT,
BTU/ft_-sec-°F
thin film heat transfer coefficient, BTU/ft2-sec-°F
theoretical stagnation I_oint thin film heat trans-
fer coefficient, BTU/ft_-sec-°F




freestream static pressure, psia
stagnation pressure, psia
Mach parameters, defined in context
Prandtl number
heat transfer rate, BTU/ft2-sec
theoretical _tagnation point heat transfer
rate, BTU/ft_-sec

































normalized temperature parameter, °F
freestream temperature, °F
stagnation temperature, °F
adiabatic wall temperature, °F
model initial temperature, °F




distance coordinate along model wall, ft
Orbiter water line, in















ratio of specific heat of air
local surface angle relative to freestream flow, deg.
local surface angle relative to model centerline, deg.
model material density, Ibm/ft 3
freestream air stagnation density, Ibm/ft 3
air density along model wall, Ibm/ft 3
freestreamair density, Ibm/ft 3
viscosity, Ibm/ft-sec
freestream viscosity, Ibm/ft-sec
air viscosity along model wall, Ibm/ft-sec
air stagnation viscosity, Ibm/ft-sec
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The models were OoOl75-scale representations of the Rockwell Inter--
national Space Shuttle Orbiter. The configuration was defined by Rockwell
lines control drawing VL70-000139. Model design and fabrication work was
subcontracted to Grumman Aerospace Corporation in Bethpage, New York.
The models were cast in one piece, using a Grumman epoxy compound
called material "G". The specific material composition is proprietary to
Grumman, but material properties taken from samples analysed by the
Grumman lab were provided. The Orbiters were cast around a hollow epoxy-
fiber giass sleevewhich was used for tunnel installation.
Six Orbiter models were used in this test. Descriptions of the con-
figuration variations follow in this section.
All models had the same elevon deflections (+5°-LH and O°-RH).
The rudders of all models were flared symmetrically 40° (20 ° half angle).
To obtain valid melting rate data, the top wing surface was slabbed from the
elevon hinge line to the trailing edge to increase material thickness.
The bottom surface of the wing was held to contour (even when the elevon
was deflected). All Orbiters tested except one had aluminum nose caps
installed to prevent ablation or similar degradation of nose contour due
to high tunnel temperatures and aerodynamic heating.
One Orbiter model was painted with a stripe reference system to
facilitate data reduction and analysis by accounting for camera distortion
and perspective. It was not used as a test article.
A 15° "dog-leg" sting mated to an AEDC 15° offset knuckle was used
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED(Continued)
to obtain the required angles of attack. Although the capability was built
into the models, no runs were made with the Orbiter yawed.
Since there were no removable parts on these models and no configura-
tion variables except grooving for TPS tile simulation, individual com-
ponents were not listed on the run schedule. However, for information,










A complete description of dimensional data for each component is given in
Table II.
A new set of symbols was generated during this test to differentiate
between the models. These symbols were used in the run schedule and
are as follows:
1.








smooth bottom, elevons +5°, 0°,
no metal nose cap
machined square grid on bottom surface,
.006" side x .006" deep
machined square grid on bottom surface,
.016" wide x .016" deep
machined diamond grid on bottom surface,
.015" wide x .060" deep
machined square grid on bottom surface,
.015" wide x .060" deep










The following instrumentation items were required for the test:
I) Three 70 mm cameras.
2) One 16 mm motion picture camera.
3) A digital contact thermometer for recording model initial temp-
erature.




Arnold Engineering DevelopmentCenter (AEDC)is an Air Force facility
located in Tullahoma, Tenn. The tunnel used, Tunnel B, is in the von Karmon
Facility. Engineering and other technical operations in this tunnel are
conducted by contractor personnel of ARO,Inc.
Tunnel B is a continuous, closed circuit, variable density wind tunnel
with an axisymmetric contoured nozzle and a 50-inch diameter test section.
The tunnel can be operated at nominal Machnumbersof 6 or 8 at stagnation
pressures from 20 to 300 and 50 to 900 psia, respectively, and at stagnation
temperatures of up to 1350° R. The model maybe injected into the tunnel
for a test run and then retracted for model cooling or model changeswith-
out interrupting the tunnel flow.
II
TEST PROCEDURE
The model was installed inverted in the tunnel. Just prior to each
run, the initial temperature of the model was measured using a contact
thermometer. This thermometer consisted of a thermocouple mounted at the
end of a probe which was placed against the model surface.
Three cameras were set up to take continuous sequence pictures of
the model top, side and bottom views. In addition, a movie camera was
installed to obtain a more detailed record of the paint melt pattern on
the Orbiter bottom surface.
After initial start-up, the tunnel was running continuously and flow
was always established in the test section. The model, originally in an
injection chamber outside the tunnel, was injected into the airstream to
gather data and then returned to the chamber. This injection chamber was
sealed against air leakage to the tunnel and to the atmosphere.
Continuous sequence pictures were taken throughout the test period.
The duration of the test period varied with the paint melt temperature
selected and estimated heating rates. After injection and retraction, the




The phase change paint technique is an approximate method of deter-
mining aerodynamic heating rates from hypersonic wind tunnel tests. Briefly,
it involves the spray application of a temperature-sensitive paint to a
model prior to installation in a wind tunnel. The paint dries in a thin
coat of opaque solid which, when heated to a given temperature, will turn
into a colorless liquid. Sudden exposure (by injection into the air flow)
to a hypersonic airstream will initiate aerodynamic heating of the model
surface. The paint will melt (change phase) when the local surface temp-
erature reaches its calibrated melt temperature. The propagation of this
melt line is recorded by a camera which takes pictures at a preset rate.
Later, each frame is correlated with the amount of time the model had been
in the flow to obtain aerodynamic heating rates.
A paint stripe reference system was on one Orbiter. Pictures were
taken of the model at the two angles of attack. These pictures are pre-
sented in this report so the actual position of various melt lines can be
determined from the paint stripe models despite any distortion due to
camera perspective. Heating rates along each melt line are determined
as described below.
Adiabatic wall temperature (TAw) was determined. To obtain _his, the
ratio of adiabatic wall temperature to stagnation temperature (T o) was
calculated by:





a is the model angle of attack
c)is the surface deflection relative to the model centerline
(usually zero or assumed zero)




the ratio of the free_tream dynamic temperature recovered at the (model)
wall.
Since To was measured, TAW was determined from [ IAW-----Ix T
T O J O"
Using TAW, the value of the parameter T was calculated:
T
_ PC - TIN
TAW - TIN
Where: Tpc = phase change paint melt temperature (°F)
TIN = model initial temperature (°F)
TAW : adiabatic wall temperature (°F)
Using T, B is d_termined from an iterative solution of:
l - T = eB2 (l - erf B)
With B obtained from the above expression, the heat transfer coeffi-
cient (h) was determined from:
Bv/Cpkph - '
V_t
Where k= thermal conductivity of the model material (BTU/ft-sec-°F)
p = density of model material (Ibm/ft 3)
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DATA REDUCTION (Continued)
Cp = specific heat of model material (BTU/Ib-°F)
t = time in seconds
The aerodynamic heating rate Q was calculated from Q = h (TAw - Tpc )
The stagnation point heat transfer coefficient and heating rate is
calculated using the equations below:
hs = (.768)(Cp)(p r -'6)(PwUw)'l(psUs)'41dVe
,d-T
Where:
= uCp (_, Cp and k for air)
Pr T
Pw = air density along model wall (Ibm/ft 3)
Ps = freestream stagnation density (Ibm/ft 3)
uw = air viscosity along model wall (Ibm/ft-sec)
us = stagnation air viscosity (Ibm/ft-sec)
hs = theoretical stagnat#on point thin film heat transfer
coefficient (BTU/ftL-sec-°F)
and, dVe _ 1
NR _2RgT°[l- PlI_'2 ]
NR = nose radius (ft)
Ft-lbf
R = gas constant = 53.35 (iFmm 5 OR )
g = gravitational constant = 32.2 (Ibm Ft )
Ibf sec2











2yM 2- (y- I)
The theoretical stagnation point heating rate (Qs) is calculated
from :
_s = hs (TAw - Tpc)
Because each model had a slightly different set of _values, a
weighted average was used to ease the operational problems involved in
having sets of values unique to each model. The following values were
used in the data reduction for all models:
TABLE 1


















Values of the recovery factor TAw/T o used in the data reduction are
given below:
Angle of Attack (Deg.)
Recovery Factor (TAw/T o)




The data presented in this report are contour plots which show iso-
therms for selected frames of data and corresponding tabulated data. This
tab dataare in the format provided by AEDC as requested by i_ockwell and
was published in AEDC-DR-73-27.
The run number is under the heading "GROUP," There are contour plots
of camera views top and side. (Since themodel was installed in an inverted
position, the top camera recorded the Orbiter bottom surface). Because
tracings were made only when significant data were recorded, many runs do not
have all views presented.
The "T" or "S" in the extreme left column of the listings indicate
whether the data is for the top or side camera. The column headed "PIC NO"
gives the frame numbers which can be found on the tracings corresponding
to various isotherms. The data user can then match a drawn isotherm' from
the data tracings to a computed H(TO)/HREF in the tab listings. Data
17
DATAREDUCTION(Continued)
reduction equations are described above.
Statements madebelow on data uncertainty are based on information
presented in the AEDCdata report for this test, AEDC-DR-73-27,by W. R.
Martindale (ARO, Inc.).
Uncertainties of the basic tunnel parameters were estimated from re-
peat calibrations of the Po and TO instruments and from the repeatability
and uniformity of the tunnel flow during calibrations. The parameters,
Po' To and MachNo., with their uncertainties, were then used to compute
the uncertainties in the other parameters dependent on these by meansof







An accurate statement on the precision of the data is not possible
because it is up to the judgment of the film reader as to where to trace
the paint melt line for a specific frame. A statement is possible for
the heat transfer coefficient, h, on the tab data, however. This heat
transfer coefficient is computed from an equation and is a function of













It should be noted that the above uncertainties in Tpc and TAW are
only the nominal measurement uncertainties. As mentioned above, Tpc is
affected by where the melt line is judged to be when tracing. TAW is de-
pendent on the correctness of the assumption for the value of the recovery
factor.
However, using the above listed uncertainties with the equation for
the heat transfer coefficient h and taking the square root of the sum
of the squares, the following uncertainties for h are determined:
h uncertainty _ 13% for Tpc _ 200°F
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- MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
BODY- Bl7
FuselaRe. 139 configuration , light-weight
orbiter per Rockwell Lines VL70-000139
MODEL SCALE: 0.01755
DRAWING NUMBER" : VL70-000139
DIMENSIONS :
Length, In.
Max Width , In.
Max Depth, In.
Fineness Ratio


















TABLE II (CONT 'D)
MODEL COMPONENT: 0_._ Pod - :"4 !
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3 per Rockwell Lines VLTO-OCOI3 c,
NOTE : ._,'% identical to F3, exceot intersection to _:_'-_ •
Model Sge.le = 0.01_55
DRAWING NUMBER
DIMENSION:
, 1, _1, |
Length - IN
Max Width - IN







• _ v i,?o-ooo139
Centerline of OMS pods
WP = _63.9 INFS: WP = 400 + 63.9 : 463.9
BP = 80.0 INFS
Length- 1214.O to 1560.O = 346.0 INFS









MODEL COMPONENT:. CANOP_ - C7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:. Configuration _ per Rocb_ell Lines vL70-OOO139
Insufficient information to complete dimensional data at this tithe.
MOD_I. SCAI_. 0.01755
DRAWING NUMBER VLTO-OOO_ 39
DIMENSIONS '









FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
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TABLEII (CONT,D)
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY FLAP - F.
2




DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length, In.
Max Width , In.
Max Depth
Fineness Ratio










. TABLE II (CONL'D)
MODEL COY2ONS_T: WING-W 103
GENERAL DESCRIPTIGI: Confi<ur_tion 3 Orbiter per Lines VLTO-CDOI39.
i_ _ --LL _ LI, L ,,l_ _, i , j_
NOTE: Same olanform as W87, exceot dihedral at TE
- • _ m_ I i i - c =-_













Aerodynamic Twi st, degrees








Fus, Sta, of .25 MAC
.W,P. of ,15 MAC
B,L, of ,25 MAC
EXPOSED DATA
_ -Area- -(Th'e'o ) Ft 2 " '











degrees (¢ TE of E!evon)
Sta. of .25 MAC
of ,25 MAC
.of .25MAC





Data for (I) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff 2
Planform APea Ft
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M, L, @ Sta
Leading Edge Intersects Wing @ Sta
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-- 'E2._6.6R 16.392 _
-_ 1.:£7'L !.].77__ ..
o.2o0 o.200
3 000 _ ,_00











.__ 2.o5G _2.9,5_ ,
____ 01245l _'24_ z ....
562.A0 9.842













G_NEPAL OESCRIPTION: 3 ConfiKuration per WlO3Rockwell Lines
V[,70-000139 data for (I) of (2) sides







Ratio movable Surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord
At Outb'd equiv, chord
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leadi n9 Edge
. • , . ,
Tailing Edge
Hingeline
Area Moment (Normal to binge line) - FT3




























MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V7, ,,, _ , , ,
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline vertical ta_]. dc)nb] e-_ze_[e sirfoil I_ t }l I --



















Fu$, Sta. of .25 MAC
W, P. of .25 MAC





















































Inb'd equivalent chord, In.
Outb'd equivalent chord , In.
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord





Area Moment (Normal to hinge line), Ft 3
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